144,000: 67 – Link with 12,000 Elect in Australia
To heal ourselves and others, the powers of regeneration and elimination must work
together as one. Regeneration/reproductive system functions on the positive, active, masculine
polarity, whereas elimination/urinary system and colon expresses on the negative, passive,
feminine polarity. Some metaphysical students mistakenly believe that we are to concentrate
only on affirmations (+) and not on denials (-). They constantly promote, push forward, create,
and provide rosy scenarios without giving sufficient time for rest, release, denial of lesser
thoughts and feelings, dealing with negativity, and cleaning up after their creative surges. As a
result, they typically overextend themselves, burn out, create a false illusion of everything being
positive no matter how awful it is, and may end up with a severe illness that results from their
refusal to deal with their dark side or from suppressing negative feelings over a long period of
time. As Charles Fillmore wrote, we are to affirm and to deny, each at the appropriate time.
12,000 Elect in Australia: In the world,
the power of elimination-denial can be thought
of as being located in Australia in the Eastern
Hemisphere. This country/continent is located
in the southernmost or lowest part of the East
(other than Antarctica), just as the eliminative
organs are at the bottom or base of the body.
Of its 22 million citizens, only 12,000 must be
so transmuted with the violet flame that they
imbue others with the power of elimination.
These 12,000 are of every religion, ethnic
group, race, age, profession and belief. As in
the rest of the world, however, a majority of
these elect are of the youth, say about 25 years old or younger. This new wave of highly
evolved souls will spearhead the efforts needed to cleanse the planet and birth the I Am Nation.
On September 16, 1998, when Nada-Yolanda of Mark-Age visited Perth, Australia,
Lords Michael and Maitreya channeled: “The whole continent of Australia is under the
protection of Michael. It shall be the place of refuge, least affected by the natural catastrophes
which are destined to begin in the Eastern Hemisphere, between the present through the year
2250 A.D. The purpose for your journey on the Eastern Hemisphere Mission is to anchor in the
light for those elemental and devic forces responsible for changing the
present conditions of this area. Weather shall change significantly, in order
that there be enough water to support all the life forms necessary for many
millions of survivors, from islands which shall fall into the sea, and of the vast
coasts of China and Russia, which are bound to suffer from floods.”
Visualization: Hover in your light body above Australia, where you
link with Michael and Maitreya. With them, lower a huge amethyst crystal
over this continent whose violet light uplifts the 12,000 elect. Link also with
the devic and elemental forces. See sufficient rain pouring forth. So be it.
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